State-of-the-art predictions for the Higgs-boson production cross section via gluon fusion and for all relevant Higgs-boson decay channels are presented in the presence of a fourth StandardModel-like fermion generation. The qualitative features of the most important differences to the genuine Standard Model are pointed out, and the use of the available tools for the predictions is described. For a generic mass scale of 400−600 GeV in the fourth generation explicit numerical results for the cross section and decay widths are presented, revealing extremely large electroweak radiative corrections, e.g., to the cross section and the Higgs decay into WW or ZZ pairs, where they amount to about −50% or more. This signals the onset of a non-perturbative regime due to the large Yukawa couplings in the fourth generation. An estimate of the respective large theoretical uncertainties is presented as well.
Introduction
In the last years intensive studies at the LHC aimed at putting exclusion limits on an extension of the Standard Model (SM) with an additional fourth generation of heavy fermions. Besides direct searches for heavy quarks [1, 2] , Higgs production in gluon fusion (gg-fusion) is an important channel in this respect [3, 4] , as it is particularly sensitive to new coloured, heavy particles. 1 Given the spectacular modification in the Higgs-boson cross section at hadron colliders that can be tested easily with LHC data, a SM with a fourth generation of heavy fermions stimulates great interest.
So far, the experimental analysis has concentrated on models with ultra-heavy fourth-generation fermions, excluding the possibility that the Higgs boson decays to heavy neutrinos. Furthermore, in the literature [8] the two-loop electroweak corrections to gg-fusion have been included only under the assumption that they are dominated by light fermions. At the moment, however, the experimental strategy consists in computing the ratio of Higgs-production cross sections in the SM with a 4th generation of fermions (SM4) and the SM with 3 generations (SM3), R = σ(SM4)/σ(SM3), with HIGLU [9] while all next-to-leading-order (NLO) electroweak (EW) radiative corrections are switched off. The experimental situation is as follows: the search in all channels, updated for the International Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics 2011 (HEP2011) and the XXV International Symposium on Lepton Photon Interactions at High Energies (LP11), requires Higgs-boson masses M H < 120 GeV or M H > 600 GeV (ATLAS and CMS ex-aequo [10] ). At low M H , LHC limits are more stringent than Tevatron limits. However, in all existing analyses complete NLO EW corrections are not included. Therefore, changes of up to 10 GeV are expected in limits at the low end while changes of the order of 30 GeV are possible in the high-mass region [10] .
Leading-order (LO) or NLO QCD predictions typically depend only weakly on the precise values of the masses of the heavy fermions and approach a constant value in the limit of very heavy fermion masses. In contrast, NLO EW corrections are enhanced by powers of the masses of the heavy fermions and thus induce a strong dependence of the results on these masses and a breakdown of perturbation theory for very heavy fermions.
While the complete electroweak corrections to Higgs production in SM4 at the LHC have already been calculated in Ref. [11] , we present in this paper for the first time results for all relevant Higgs-boson decay channels including NLO electroweak corrections in SM4. For ultraheavy fermions the leading corrections can be obtained easily within an effective theory [12] . However, for heavy fermions with masses at the level of 500 GeV the asymptotic results are not precise enough and in particular for a heavy Higgs boson they are not valid. Including the complete NLO corrections, we discuss the corresponding predictions for various scenarios of heavy fermion masses and provide estimates of the theoretical uncertainties.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we define our general setup. In Section 3 we describe the calculation of the SM4 contributions to Higgs-boson production via gluon fusion and in Section 4 those for Higgs-boson decays into 4 fermions, fermion pairs, gluon pairs, photon pairs and photon plus Z boson. In Section 5 we present numerical results, and Section 6 contains our conclusions.
General setup
We study the extension of the SM that includes a 4th generation of heavy fermions, consisting of an up-and a down-type quark (t ′ , b ′ ), a charged lepton (l ′ ), and a massive neutrino (ν l ′ ). The 4th-generation fermions all have identical gauge couplings as their SM copies and equivalent Yukawa couplings proportional to their masses, but are assumed not to mix with the other three SM generations.
Experimentally, 4th-generation fermions are strongly constrained. Direct experimental searches from the Tevatron [5, 6] and the LHC [1, 2] yield lower limits, in particular on the masses of the heavy quarks:
Stringent bounds on the mass splittings of the heavy fermions result from electroweak precision data [13] , more precisely from experimental constraints on the S and T parameters of Peskin and Takeuchi [14] . These constraints typically require mass splittings for the heavy quarks and leptons. Nevertheless also a mass-degenerate 4th family is not excluded if one allows for flavour mixing of the 4th-generation fermions [15] . While 4th-generation models can accomodate a heavier Higgs boson as the SM3, very large values of a SM-like Higgs boson are not favoured [16] .
Since the Yukawa couplings of the heavy fermions are proportional to their masses, perturbation theory breaks down for masses of the heavy fermions above ∼ 500 GeV [12] . In the presence of heavy fermions, non-perturbative analyses on the lattice push the allowed Higgs masses to larger values [17] . The main goal of this paper is to provide the electroweak corrections within SM4 for Higgs production and decay. Owing to screening (see Section 3), LO or NLO QCD predictions typically depend only weakly on the precise values of the masses of the heavy fermions. Therefore, experimental analyses used very heavy masses for the extra fermions in order to derive conservative limits. When complete NLO EW corrections are included, the situation changes dramatically. Since the NLO EW corrections are enhanced by powers of the masses of the heavy fermions, perturbation theory breaks down for fermion masses above ∼ 500 GeV and perturbative results become questionable. Therefore, we focus on 4th-generation masses between 400 and 550 GeV, i.e. values above the direct search bounds but small enough for perturbation theory to be still viable, and study different scenarios that are in agreement with electroweak precision tests. In detail, we consider scenarios that are consistent with the constraints derived in Ref. [18] (see in particular Figure 13 ). We choose
and consider three different mass splittings for heavy quarks and leptons each for three values of the Higgs-boson mass:
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Moreover, we provide a scan over Higgs-boson masses from 100 GeV to 600 GeV for the scenario
which is a particular case of (2.2)/(2.3). Note that for this range of Higgs-boson masses, the decay of the Higgs boson into a pair of heavy fermions is kinematically not allowed in the scenarios considered above. In addition, we provide results for the extreme scenario 5) where the relation among the heavy fermion masses is used to avoid current exclusion limits from EW precision data (see Ref. [13] ). This setup is at the border between the perturbative and the non-perturbative regime. It is as close as possible to the infinite 4th-generation case, which was used by ATLAS and CMS to get conservative exclusion limits, and in fact was employed to derive experimental limits on the Higgs-boson mass within SM4 [4] . In the extreme scenario (2.5), we give results for Higgs masses between 100 GeV and 1 TeV for an on-shell Higgs boson. For Higgs masses above ∼ 500 GeV, the off-shellness of the Higgs boson becomes relevant, and finite-width effects and background contributions can become important. A treatment of these effects is very difficult and beyond the scope of the present paper. Attempts to describe these effects in the SM can be found in Refs. [19, 20] and a discussion of the corresponging theoretical uncertainties in Ref. [21] .
Higgs-boson production via gluon fusion
In the Standard Model with three fermion generations the Higgs-boson production via gluon fusion is basically determined at leading order by the contribution of just the one-loop diagram where a top quark is running in the loop (the bottom-quark loop can be neglected in a first approximation). Despite the presence of the Yukawa coupling proportional to the top-quark mass, the LO amplitude goes at high m t asymptotically towards a constant (screening). Moving from SM3 to SM4, the LO gg-fusion cross section for a light Higgs boson is then about nine times larger than the one of SM3, because three heavy fermions instead of one propagate in the loop [22] .
The screening behaviour at leading order is preserved by QCD corrections [8, 23] . Concerning the EW corrections the leading behaviour for high values of the masses in the fourth generation is known since long [24, 25] (see also Ref. [26] ) and shows an enhancement of radiative corrections proportional to the square of the (heavy) fermion masses. This enhancement is, however, accidentally spoiled in the quark sector in presence of degenerate t ′ −b ′ quarks, while it still survives in the (heavy) lepton sector. Recently the complete two-loop EW corrections to Higgs-boson production through gg-fusion at the LHC in SM4 have been computed in Ref. [11] by extending the corresponding calculations of Refs. [27, 28] in SM3. In Ref. [11] explicit results have been given in the scenario (2.5) of large fourth-generation masses; in this section we determine the complete two-loop EW corrections using the same methods, however, for different mass scenarios.
Let us start with the scan over Higgs-boson masses specified in Eq. (2.4) of Section 2. The relative EW two-loop correction δ (4) EW with respect to the leading-order cross section σ LO SM4 (gg → H) in SM4 are defined via the corrected cross section by
The result for δ Table 1 .
In addition to these scenarios for the masses of the fourth generation of fermions, we have also performed a scan in the m b ′ −m ν l ′ space as given in Eq. (2.3) for fixed values of the masses m t ′ = 500 GeV, m l ′ = 450 GeV and for three values of the Higgs-boson mass M H =120, 350, 600 GeV. These results for the relative correction are listed in Table 2 .
For the mass scenario of Eq. (2.5) the EW NLO corrections become −100% just before the heavy-quark thresholds of the 4th generation and also for the mass scenario (2.4) the EW NLO corrections become sizable when approaching the heavy-quark thresholds making in both cases the use of the perturbative approach questionable. In the high-mass region we have no solid argument to estimate the remaining uncertainty and prefer to state that SM4 is in a fully nonperturbative regime which should be approached with extreme caution. For the low-mass region we can do no more than make educated guesses, based on the expected asymptotic behaviour for a heavy fourth generation. At EW NNLO there are diagrams with five Yukawa couplings; we can therefore expect an enhancement at 3 loops which goes as the fourth power of the heavy-fermion mass, unless some accidental screening occurs. Therefore, assuming a quartic leading 3-loop behaviour in the heavy fermion mass m f ′ , we estimate the remaining uncertainty to be of the order of (α/π) 2 (m f ′ /M W ) 4 and thus ∼ 2 % for the scenario (2.5) in the interval M H = 100−600 GeV, even less for the scenarios (2.2)/(2.3). Having computed the EW corrections δ
EW we should discuss some aspects of their inclusion in the production cross section σ (gg → H + X), i.e. their interplay with QCD corrections and the remaining theoretical uncertainty. The most accepted choice is given by
which assumes complete factorization of QCD and EW corrections. The latter is based on the work of Ref. [29] where it is shown that, at zero Higgs momentum, exact factorization is violated but with a negligible numerical impact; the result of Ref. [29] can be understood in terms of soft-gluon dominance. The residual part beyond the soft-gluon-dominated part contributes up to 5−10% to the total inclusive cross section (for Higgs-boson masses up to 1 TeV). Since the EW The additional corrections in SM4 arise from 4th-generation fermion loops in the HWW/HZZ vertices, the gauge-boson self-energies, and the renormalization constants. For the large 4th-generation masses of O(400−600 GeV) considered here, the 4th-generation Yukawa couplings are large, and the total corrections are dominated by the 4th-generation corrections. Numerically the NLO corrections amount to about −50% for the scenarios (2.2)/(2.3) and −85% for the extreme scenario (2.5) and depend only weakly on the Higgs-boson mass for not too large M H . The corrections from the 4th generation are taken into account at NLO with their full mass dependence, but their behaviour for large masses can be approximated well by the dominant corrections in the heavy-fermion limit. In this limit the leading contribution can be absorbed into effective HWW/HZZ interactions in the G µ renormalization scheme via the Lagrangian
where W, Z, H denote the fields for the W, Z, and Higgs bosons. The higher-order corrections are contained in the factors δ tot V whose expansion up to two-loop order is given by
The one-loop expressions for a single SU(2) doublet of heavy fermions with masses m A , m B read [12] δ (1)
, and N c = 3 or 1 for quarks or leptons, respectively. The results for the two-loop corrections δ tot(2) V can be found in Ref. [33] for the QCD corrections of O(α s G µ m 2 f ′ ) and in Ref. [25] for the EW corrections of O(G 2 µ m 4 f ′ ). The corrected partial decay width Γ is then given by
The size of the two-loop corrections δ
Γ is about +(6−9)% for the scenarios (2.2)/(2.3) and +15% for the extreme scenario (2.5) depending only very weakly on the Higgs mass. Due to the large one-loop corrections Prophecy4f includes the two-loop QCD and EW corrections in the heavy-fermion limit in addition to the exact one-loop corrections. Although the asymptotic two-loop corrections are not directly applicable for a heavy Higgs boson, they can be viewed as a qualitative estimate of the two-loop effects. One should keep in mind that for a Higgs boson heavier than about 600 GeV many more uncertainties arise owing to the breakdown of perturbation theory.
The leading two-loop terms can be taken as an estimate of the error from unknown higherorder corrections. This implies an error relative to the LO of 7% for the scenarios (2.2)/(2.3) and 15% for the extreme scenario (2.5) on the partial width for all H → 4f decay channels. Assuming a scaling law of this error proportional to X 2 A , the uncertainty for general mass scenarios can be estimated to about 100X 2 A relative to the LO prediction. However, since the correction grows large and negative, the relative uncertainty on the corrected width gets enhanced to 100X 2 A /(1 − 64X A /3 + 100X 2 A ), where the linear term in X A parametrizes the leading one-loop correction. For the mass m A in X A either the weighted squared average
GeV and m f ′ = 600 GeV this results roughly in an uncertainty of 14% and 50%, respectively, on the corrected H → 4f decay widths.
H → ff
The decay widths for H → ff are calculated with HDECAY [34] which includes the approximate NLO and NNLO EW corrections for the decay channels into SM3 fermion pairs in the heavy-SM4-fermion limit according to Ref. [25] and mixed NNLO EW/QCD corrections according to Ref. [33] . These corrections originate from the wave-function renormalization of the Higgs boson and are thus universal for all fermion species. The leading one-loop part is given by δ
u of Eq. (4.3). Numerically the EW one-loop correction to the partial decay widths into fermion pairs amounts to about +25% or +40%, for the scenarios (2.2)/(2.3) or (2.5), respectively, while the two-loop EW and QCD correction contributes an additional +5% or +20%. The corrections are assumed to factorize from whatever is included in HDECAY, since the approximate expressions emerge as corrections to the effective Lagrangian after integrating out the heavy fermion species. Thus, HDECAY multiplies the relative SM4 corrections with the full corrected SM3 result including QCD and approximate EW corrections. The scale of the strong coupling α s has been identified with the average mass of the heavy quarks t ′ , b ′ of the 4th generation.
The unknown higher-order corrections from heavy fermions can be estimated as for the decay H → 4f above from the size of the leading two-loop corrections. Since the corrections enhance the LO prediction, the uncertainty relative to the corrected width, which we estimate as 100X 2
A ) is reduced, resulting in a theoretical uncertainty for the SM4 part to the full partial decay widths into fermion pairs of 5% and 10% for the scenarios (2.2)/(2.3) and (2.5), respectively. The uncertainties of the SM3 EW and QCD parts are negligible with respect to that.
H → gg, γγ, γZ
For the decay modes H → gg, γγ, γZ, HDECAY [34] is used as well.
For H → gg, HDECAY includes the NNNLO QCD corrections of the SM in the limit of a heavy top quark [23, [35] [36] [37] , applied to the results including the heavy-quark loops. While at NNLO the exact QCD corrections in SM4 [8] are included in this limit, at NNNLO the relative SM3 corrections are added to the relative NNLO corrections and multiplied by the LO result including the additional quark loops. Since the failure of such an approximation is less than 1% at NNLO, we assume that at NNNLO it is negligible, i.e. much smaller than the residual QCD scale uncertainty of about 3%. In addition the full NLO EW corrections of Section 3 have been included in factorized form, since the dominant part of the QCD corrections emerges from the gluonic contributions on top of the corrections to the effective Lagrangian in the limit of heavy quarks. Taking besides the scale uncertainty also the missing quark-mass dependence at NLO and beyond into account, the total theoretical uncertainties can be estimated to about 5%.
HDECAY [34] includes the full NLO QCD corrections to the decay mode H → γγ supplemented by the additional contributions of the 4th-generation quarks and charged leptons according to Refs. [23, 38] .
Extending the same techniques used for H → gg in Ref. [11] , we have computed the exact amplitude for H → γγ up to NLO (two-loop level). For phenomenological reasons we restrict the analysis to the range M H < ∼ 150 GeV. The introduction of EW NLO corrections to this decay requires particular attention. If we write the amplitude as
the usual way to include the NLO EW corrections is
From the explicit calculation it turns out that in all scenarios taken into consideration, δ (4) EW is negative and its absolute value is bigger than 1. Part of the problem is related to the fact that at LO the cancellation between the W and the fermion loops is stronger in SM4 than in SM3 so that the LO result is suppressed more, by about a factor of 2 at the level of the amplitude and thus by about a factor of 4 at the level of the decay width. Furthermore, the NLO corrections are strongly enhanced for ultra-heavy fermions in the 4th generation; assuming for instance the mass scenario of Eq. (2.5) for the heavy fermions and a Higgs-boson mass of 100 GeV we get δ (4) EW = −319%; clearly it does not make sense and one should always remember that a badly behaving series should not be used to derive limits on the parameters, i.e. on the heavy-fermion masses. The scenario (2.4) is even more subtle.
In such a situation, where the LO is suppressed, a proper estimate of |A| 2 must also include the next term in the expansion, i.e. X 2 W |A NLO | 2 :
We define at the amplitude level the K -factor
K NLO is a complex quantity, but the imaginary part of A LO is small and therefore the major part of the NLO correction comes from the real part of K NLO , which is positive in both scenarios. The relation betweenδ (4) EW and K NLO is: EW is large (close to one in absolute value) and a description of NLO corrections just based onδ (4) EW could lead to the conclusion that perturbation theory breaks down. However, this conclusion would be too strong. The point is: a) A LO is accidentally small, b) X W A NLO is large as expected, but it is accidentally of the same order as A LO and with opposite sign.
We are facing here the problem of dealing with accidentally small quantities and it is hard to give expectations on the convergence of perturbation theory. In our opinion, for this process, the effect of including NLO EW corrections is thus better discussed in terms of shifted quantities:
The idea is to use A LO to define a 2-loop corrected decay width 12) which represents the best starting point of a perturbative expansion. In other words, the major part of the NLO corrections emerges from an effective Lagrangian in the heavy-particle limit, therefore we should consider them as correction to the effective Feynman rules and thus to the amplitude.
To give an estimation of the theoretical error on the missing higher-order corrections, we analyse in more details the situation at NLO and try to guess the order of magnitude of A NLO = A NNLO . Assuming for simplicity m b ′ = m t ′ = m Q and m l ′ = m ν l ′ = m L , the amplitude can be written as
where we have factorized out the leading behaviour in the heavy masses. The quantities C Q,L and R depend on masses, but go towards a constant for high fourth-generation masses. In the asymptotic region, M H < 2 M W ≪ m Q , m L we require R to be a constant and parametrize the C -functions as
where C Q,L are constant and
Note that for τ = R = 0 this is the leading two-loop behaviour predicted in Ref. [25] (see also Ref. [26] for the top-dependent contribution which we hide here in R). By performing a fit to our exact result we obtain a good agreement in the asymptotic region, showing that the additional corrections proportional to τ play a relevant role. For instance, with fermions of the 4th generation heavier than 300 GeV we have fit/exact −1 less than 5% in the window M H = [80−130] GeV.
Our educated guess for the error estimate is to use the absolute value of the NLO leading coefficient as the unknown coefficient in the NNLO one, assuming a leading behaviour of m 4 Q , m 4 L , i.e. no accidental cancellations: In principle one should work at a fixed order in perturbation theory and estimate the corresponding theoretical uncertainty from the LO-NNLO interference (since |A NLO | 2 is already part of |A LO | 2 ). However, the large cancellations in A LO (less relevant in the conservative scenario) make this option unrealistic and we prefer a more conservative estimate of the uncertainty, for which we take
Given our setups the difference between m t ′ , m b ′ , m ν l ′ and m l ′ is irrelevant in estimating the uncertainty which is now defined as
The results for the mass scenario (2.4) and for the setup of Eq. (2.5) are shown in Table 3  and in Table 4 , respectively. In Table 5 we show the results at fixed M H = 120 GeV for different masses in the fourth generation. The insensitivity of the LO width Γ LO with respect to the mass scale in the fourth generation is reflecting the screening property of the heavy-mass limit 
EW are given for completeness but one should remember that the prediction is in terms of Γ LO . In the mass scenario (2.4), the uncertainty from higher orders δ THU is large for low values of M H . In the extreme scenario of Eq. (2.5), above M H = 145 GeV the credibility of our estimate for the effect of the NNLO corrections becomes more and more questionable and the results cannot be trusted anymore, missing the complete NNLO term. In any case perturbation theory becomes questionable for higher values of M H .
It is worth noting that for H → V V (see Section 4.1) the situation is different. There is no accidentally small LO (there SM3=SM4 in LO) and the square of A NLO is taken into account by the leading NNLO term taken from Ref. [25] , which serves as our error estimate.
The decay mode H → γZ is treated at LO only, since the NLO QCD corrections within the SM3 are known to be small [39] and can thus safely be neglected. The EW corrections in SM3 as well as in SM4 are unknown. This implies a theoretical uncertainty of the order of 100% in the intermediate Higgs-boson mass range within SM4, since large cancellations between the W and fermion loops emerge at LO similar to the decay mode H → γγ.
Numerical results
The results for the Higgs-boson production cross section via gluon fusion have been obtained by including the NLO QCD corrections with full quark-mass dependence [23] and the NNLO QCD corrections in the limit of heavy quarks [8] . The full EW corrections [11] have been included in factorized form as discussed in Section 3. We use the MSTW2008NNLO parton density functions [40] with the strong coupling normalized to α s (M Z ) = 0.11707 at NNLO. The renormalization and factorization scales are chosen as µ R = µ F = M H /2.
In Table 6 we show results for the scenarios defined in (2.2)/(2.3) for the Higgs production cross section at √ s = 8 TeV. For the specific scenario (2.4) we display the ratio between the SM4 and SM3 cross sections at 8 TeV in Fig. 2 . The SM4 cross sections are enhanced by factors of 4−9 with respect to SM3. In the extreme scenario (2.5) we have studied the gluon-fusion cross section at √ s = 7 TeV. Corresponding results are shown in Table 7 and the ratio to the SM cross section is plotted in Fig. 3 . The enhancement is similar as in the scenario shown in Fig. 2 . For the gg-fusion cross section in SM4 the QCD uncertainties are about the same as in [41, 42] . While the partial widths for H → WW/ZZ have been computed with Prophecy4f, all other partial widths have been calculated with HDECAY. Then, the branching ratios and the total width have been calculated from these partial widths.
The results of the Higgs branching fractions for the scenarios defined in (2.2)/(2.3) are shown in Table 8 for the 2-fermion final states and in Table 9 for the 2-gauge-boson final states. In the latter table also the total Higgs width is given. Table 10 lists the branching fractions for the e + e − e + e − and e + e − µ + µ − final states as well as several combined channels. Apart from the sum of all 4-fermion final states (H → 4f ) the results for all-leptonic final states H → 4l with l = e, µ, τ, ν e , ν µ , ν τ , the results for all-hadronic final states H → 4q with q = u, d, c, s, b and the semi-leptonic final states H → 2l2q are shown. To compare with the pure SM3, Fig. 4 shows the ratios between the SM4 and SM3 branching fractions for the most important channels for the scenario (2.4). While the branching ratio into gluons is enhanced by a factor 5−15, BR(H → bb) is reduced for small M H but enhanced for M H > ∼ 150 GeV. The branching ratios into electroweak gauge-boson pairs are suppressed for small Higgs masses, and the one into photon pairs is reduced by 65 to 100% in the Higgs-mass range 100 GeV < M H < 150 GeV.
Results in the extreme scenario (2.5) for Higgs masses up to 1 TeV are shown in Table 11 for the 2-fermion final states, in Table 12 for the 2-gauge-boson final states and the total Higgs width, and in Table 13 for selected 4-fermion final states. The ratios between the SM4 and SM3 branching fractions for the most important channels are shown in Fig. 5 . As compared to the scenario of Fig. 4 , the enhancement and suppression effects are stronger (as they scale roughly with the square of the heavy fermion masses). While BR(H → γγ) is different in detail it is again suppressed by a factor 100.
The effect of the NLO EW corrections on the H → γγ decay width in the scenarios (2.2)/(2.3) is shown in Table 14 . The branching ratio for H → γγ is strongly reduced in SM4 owing to cancellations between LO and NLO. In Table 15 we display the effect of the NLO EW corrections on the H → γγ decay width in the extreme scenario (2.5). While the branching ratio differs considerably from those in scenarios (2.2)/(2.3) a similarly strong reduction by a factor of 100 with respect to SM3 is observed. Thus, this branching ratio is completely irrelevant in SM4. 
[ 
Conclusions
Additional hypothetical heavy-fermion generations, which are embedded in the Standard Model, strongly affect the prediction for the production and decay of a Higgs boson. The Yukawa couplings of heavy fermions grow very large, eventually jeopardizing the use of perturbation theory.
In this article we have presented state-of-the-art predictions for the Higgs-boson production cross section via gluon fusion and for all relevant Higgs-boson decay channels including one additional heavy-fermion generation in a variety of scenarios with a generic mass scale of 450 GeV as well as for an extreme scenario with a mass scale of 600 GeV, which is at the border between perturbativity and non-perturbativity in the 4th-generation sector. The loop-induced transitions gg → H, H → gg, H → γγ receive large lowest-order contributions, as frequently pointed out in the literature before. Here we emphasize the effect that on top of that the electroweak radiative corrections grow very large. They typically grow with powers of the heavy-fermion masses, eventually leading to a breakdown of perturbation theory. For Higgs production via gluon fusion and the Higgs decay into gluon pairs they are at the level of 10% for M H < 600 GeV. For the important Higgs decays into WW or ZZ pairs we find corrections of the order of −40% and −60% or more for the adopted heavy-fermion mass scales of 450 GeV and 600 GeV, respectively, where the onset of the non-perturbative regime is clearly visible by electroweak one-loop corrections of the size of about −85% in the latter case. The branching ratios into fermion pairs are enhanced by 30% and 60% for 4th-generation fermion masses of about 450 GeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The branching ratio for the decay into photon pairs is reduced by 65 to 100% in the Higgs-mass range 100 GeV < M H < 150 GeV in all considered scenarios for a heavy 4th fermion generation, where the reduction factor, however, shows a strong dependence on the Higgs and heavy-fermion masses. We also present estimates for the respective theoretical uncertainties, which are quite large (several 10%). As the NLO EW corrections are enhanced by powers of the masses of the heavy fermions they depend strongly on the actual values of these masses.
The presented results and error estimates, the qualitative description of the most important impact of heavy fermions, and the description of the available tools and calculations will certainly prove useful in upcoming refined analyses of LHC data on Higgs searches.
